August 17, 2020
Enjoy our 18th issue of Messages of Hope & Healing! Sisters, please help me continue to produce this
publication for the Sisters of Providence and fiends by sharing your reflections, poetry, prayers, quotes,
scripture, photos, artwork or other inspirational material. I have received much positive feedback from folks
who have appreciated seeing you in photos and hearing from you during these challenging times. If you have
questions, comments or contributions, please email them to anita.wilkins@providence.org. 

An amazing photo taken by Sister Sue Orlowski is the backdrop for an inspirational message.
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Sister Sue Orlowski reporting from her back yard in Spokane:
"Harvesting my first bunch of carrots -- yum yum! My yard is certified by the Wildlife Federation. The sign is on
the fence behind me. I have a pollination garden in addition to the vegetable garden. Although small, it attracts
many bee species, butterflies, moths and birds."

Sister Maggie Pastro and Sister Joyce Green speak out on the importance of social justice, especially
during these turbulent times. Video created by Providence Health & Services, Oregon: https://bit.ly/3aymnq3
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Here are a few photos from Sister Huong Thi Nguyen's recent renewal of vows. It was a much different experience
during a pandemic, but a special celebration nonetheless. Sister Huong also recently graduated from Seattle
University with a master's in transformation leadership, so she has had quite a summer!
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Sister Lucy Vasquez shared these photos from the Philippines mission in Dagupan. Providence Associates
and Sisters of Providence have been collaborating to bring relief to local families and individuals in need with
financial assistance, food and other basics during the pandemic since many lost their livelihood.

Another extraordinary photo by Sister Sue Orlowski.
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An update on mask-making from Sister Hong Nga Nguyen:
"Since coronavirus struck Seattle and other places in March, Sister Margarita and I joined thousands of maskmakers to make masks to give to our sisters in the Seattle, Spokane and Portland areas. Some masks were
donated to employees at Providence Mount St. Vincent. Other
masks were given to friends and relatives all over the U.S. We also
donated to Snohomish County Mask Brigade, Unifirst Corp. and
United Way of King County. Over 15 weeks, we made more than
1,000 masks!
“A few weeks ago, Fr. Miguel from All Saints school in Spokane
ordered 600 masks for students (see photos of finished masks for
the school below). Also we are helping a Hispanic mother by giving
her $1/mask for her to resell for $10/3 masks or more so that she
can earn some money to support her three children and elderly
mother since her husband is looking for jobs now.
“Even though most of the masks are given as donations, we accept
donations from mask receivers for fabric, sewing supplies or
stipends ($1/mask) to pay for fabric and supplies.”

Credit to Sister Beatrice LaFramboise
for the fabulous sunflower photo.
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